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and good morning ladies and gentlemen                                           
and welcome to ask the theologian I'm                                           
dr. Randy white glad you're here on this                                        
Tuesday morning                                                                 
right welcome let's get right into your                                         
biblical theological and worldview                                              
questions and I want us to start this                                           
morning                                                                         
with a question from Roger in Sierra                                            
Vista Arizona and Roger ass is there a                                          
biblical position that would require a                                          
Christian citizen to give up firearms                                           
should the government require it or is                                          
there biblical defense for a Christian                                          
keeping his firearms without openly                                             
sinning against the biblical mandate to                                         
be submissive to governmental                                                   
authorities you know I think that in I'm                                        
gonna speak as a US citizen let's talk                                          
to United States right now I don't know                                         
how it is in other countries and                                                
probably we should debate that because                                          
we're quickly becoming other countries                                          
right so in the United States of course                                         
we do have a constitution the                                                   
Constitution is that which gives the                                            
federal government its authority to act                                         
now unfortunately years and years ago we                                        
gave up on enforcing the Constitution                                           
even though the president and the                                               
congressman you know and all those                                              
bloviator 's they come together and they                                        
talk about the various things that are                                          
that you know they you know I I swear                                           
and all that kind of stuff that they                                            
begin to do and yet once again there's                                          
not a lot in which all of that is                                               
happening so in the United States the                                           
people give the government authority to                                         
act this is a very important thing                                              
because what this tells us is in the                                            
United States the people are the                                                
government the government is a servant                                          
of the people and civics class ought to                                         
be                                                                              
you know drilling that into young                                               
students head it's not that we serve the                                        
government the government serves us in                                          
the Constitution we have given the                                              
government certain rights which they can                                        
do for example we have said in the 92nd                                         
amendment that they have the right to                                           
determine what kind of light bulbs we                                           
use in the 98th amendment we have said                                          
to the government they determine how                                            
much water goes down to flush our poop                                          
out of the toilet and these are rights                                          



that we excuse me I think wait maybe the                                        
government took some rights that were                                           
not theirs maybe that's what the                                                
American Revolution was about maybe we                                          
the people need to tell our government                                          
back off you are doing things that are                                          
unconstitutional                                                                
maybe but within the United States of                                           
course we have specifically said that                                           
the right to bear arms shall not be                                             
infringed upon now not the right to bear                                        
certain kind of arms not the right to                                           
bear arms in certain places not the                                             
right to for certain people to bear                                             
certain arms the right to bear arms                                             
shall not be infringed I'm convinced                                            
that on the amendments to the                                                   
Constitution and on the wording of the                                          
Constitution we as Americans need to be                                         
very very very very very rigid I think                                          
we should not move one millimeter off                                           
the wording of the Constitution I think                                         
that's true even if we disagree with                                            
certain aspects of the constitution                                             
because we the people if we back off of                                         
that we're giving the government a free                                         
rein and the government not only I've                                           
said before I've always thought my                                              
children never trust the government but                                         
the government is not only untrustworthy                                        
the government will kill you                                                    
the government will strip you the                                               
government will rape you the government                                         
will burn you on a pile the government                                          
does not care they are anti you that's                                          
what they are this is this isn't by                                             
nature governments so why would we allow                                        
them move over a little bit uh it's okay                                        
because we don't agree with that one                                            
quite as much so this is let's get over                                         
here the the it's it's a recipe for                                             
death not for disaster it's a recipe for                                        
death is what it is now in our                                                  
Constitution again the second Amendment                                         
says they cannot infringe upon the right                                        
to bear arms we've allowed them to                                              
infringe upon it but they cannot they                                           
cannot do it they are outside of the                                            
boundaries of the Constitution when they                                        
do so now can they can they make a law                                          
that says if you shoot someone without                                          
just cause that with your arms that your                                        
bearing that you can go to prison sure                                          
they can do that yeah not a problem with                                        
that at all can they tell you you can't                                         
have that gun no they can't sorry that's                                        
what the Constitution says now the                                              
question then is there a biblical                                               
position that would require a Christian                                         
citizen to give up their firearms of                                            
course again I'm answering this from the                                        
viewpoint of the United States                                                  



Constitution I think the only biblical                                          
position and I'm gonna put a huge maybe                                         
on this the only maybe biblical position                                        
is if there was a constitutional                                                
amendment that revoked the Second                                               
Amendment and that constitutional                                               
amendment was done not by the courts the                                        
courts are bound to the Constitution                                            
we've told the courts what you must do                                          
not by the courts but it's done either                                          
by the the state's presenting and                                               
adopting an amendment to the                                                    
Constitution that revokes the Second                                            
Amendment or by a constitutional                                                
convention now that's not going to                                              
happen                                                                          
it's just what Americans are in no mood                                         
for that it's not gonna happen if it                                            
happened and then we lived in a country                                         
which did not have the sec                                                      
amendment and which I suppose gave the                                          
government certain rights to control its                                        
citizenry as it relates to guns then                                            
would we have to abide by it I think                                            
then comes the question of well do we                                           
believe in individual rights certainly                                          
the Declaration of Independence is built                                        
upon that and our American society and                                          
really Western society is built upon                                            
individual rights not societal rights                                           
not you know the rights of the citizenry                                        
but the rights of the citizen singular                                          
individual Roger and Randy and Sharon                                           
and Keith and Michael we have individual                                        
rights do we believe that now if we                                             
believe that then the question becomes                                          
is that biblical now I know a lot of                                            
Evangelicals and a lot of reformed                                              
people reform people by the way I've got                                        
a question I think I'll get to here in a                                        
moment about what the reformed practice                                         
as well but reform people they're always                                        
big on you know you got to obey the                                             
government got to obey the government it                                        
was the reform that people that went                                            
against the government in the Protestant                                        
Reformation                                                                     
it's the reform people that went against                                        
the government in the American                                                  
Revolution the pilgrims the Puritans all                                        
those were part of that reformed                                                
movement so you know tell your                                                  
forefathers no don't be barking at me                                           
the problem is that somebody in the                                             
reform they have just bought into this                                          
basically liberal unbiblical idea I                                             
think that it's the society that matters                                        
it's the whole that matters now backing                                         
up a little bit I'm saying do we believe                                        
in individual rights my rights do we                                            
believe in individual rights and is that                                        
biblical the evangelicals the                                                   



the modern-day Calvinist which are kind                                         
of an embarrassment to callable and I                                           
would suppose and to Luther and all                                             
those others they would say oh no no no                                         
it it would the the better good this is                                         
for the better good when I hear that on                                         
a television advertisement or a radio                                           
advertisements you know we're doing this                                        
for the greater good I immediately say                                          
I'm not buying from your company I don't                                        
I don't want a company that's doing                                             
something for the greater good that is a                                        
socialist Marxist kind of thinking and                                          
I'm so allergic to Marxism that I'm just                                        
going to put that aside it completely                                           
I want a company to do something for my                                         
good honestly I want to did for my guy I                                        
wanted them to be in business for me as                                         
drew here says hey what about me                                                
I you know if I go to the grocery store                                         
yeah I don't care about the greater good                                        
I care you know do they are they selling                                        
what I want at the price that I want to                                         
buy it                                                                          
that's it that's what it is so now again                                        
the evangelicals and most of                                                    
Christianity today is going to say no                                           
it's not biblical but you're so                                                 
individualistic you should be for the                                           
greater good that's the tone of the                                             
scripture and the teaching of Scripture                                         
however I don't think it is we won't go                                         
into it today but I think that it would                                         
be a very worthy study I think I've said                                        
that about 10 million times 7 I it would                                        
be a very worthy study for someone to                                           
dig into and study does the Bible                                               
promote individual rights over societal                                         
rights I'm convinced it does I think all                                        
of the Torah and the Torah is the place                                         
where obviously we're free from that                                            
today but it is the one place in which                                          
God built a society and the Torah really                                        
is built on individual rights it has to                                         
do with my goat my ox that you your your                                        
bull goaded or what                                                             
it is my property it's not a you know                                           
what's best for the whole it is personal                                        
private property and individual rights                                          
that are addressed in the Torah it's                                            
very much a pro individual as a matter                                          
of fact you may remember that God did                                           
not create a federal government did he                                          
the God created a system of theocracy                                           
and yet when they got into the promised                                         
land you have this land you have this                                           
land this tribe has this land this tribe                                        
has that land this family has this                                              
allotment this family has this allotment                                        
now live live free and it was only later                                        
that the people decided to create a                                             
federal government and you may remember                                         



that who was a Samuel said hey this                                             
isn't going to end well I know you want                                         
a king just like all the other nations                                          
you know the last verse are right up to                                         
the last verses in the book of Judges                                           
remember it says everyone did what was                                          
right in their own sight and we always                                          
look at that as a very negative passage                                         
I think it's a good passage I think that                                        
that's the way the world was supposed to                                        
be I think that that's way God wants our                                        
society to be not that you have this                                            
King that Lords it over you but rather                                          
that you've got the in that in that day                                         
of course it was the Torah in this day                                          
is the full revelation of God you've got                                        
that you teach the word you teach                                               
morality you teach a moral compass you                                          
teach ethics you teach individual rights                                        
and then you do what is right in your                                           
own sight and it works out and I think                                          
this beautiful manner so some of you may                                        
be saying is he answering the question I                                        
am philosophically which it obviously                                           
it's a philosophical issue on this but                                          
should is there ever a position in which                                        
a Christian should give up his right to                                         
bear arms well then we have to say in                                           
the United States only if there is a                                            
constitutional amendment I don't even                                           
care if there's a law because the law                                           
can be unconstitutional only if there is                                        
a constitutional amendment because my                                           
right is the right to bear arms whether                                         
I decide to do that whether I want to                                           
invest in guns or not invest in guns                                            
whether I want to have a big gun or a                                           
little gun whatever a hundred guns are                                          
no guns whatever but it's my right I can                                        
decide individually now if that is taken                                        
away by legal constitutional amendment                                          
then should should I say I'm going to be                                        
outside of the realm of government                                              
authority and I am going to bear arms                                           
that's where I think we have to say okay                                        
does the Bible allow for individual                                             
rights over societal rights I think it                                          
does then in that case we would have to                                         
say like our forefathers did our Puritan                                        
forefathers we would have to say if the                                         
Bible allows individual rights over the                                         
greater good basically what it says is                                          
individual rights is the greater good                                           
disobey the new government it's edict I                                         
think we're gonna have to think through                                         
I mean its philosophical now day after                                          
tomorrow at night might not be by the                                           
way so we're going to have to think                                             
about that you know Paul himself did not                                        
obey all government authority the the                                           
the governing authorities in the temple                                         
for example he was he had he just obeyed                                        



them they would have sentenced him to                                           
death put him to death right there would                                        
have been done he did not obey the                                              
Jewish authorities that did have                                                
recognized judicial authority over                                              
Temple Mount and over all things Judaism                                        
he disobeyed that furthermore when the                                          
Roman centurions and the you know                                               
disregarding his rights as a citizen he                                         
didn't obey them he stopped them now you                                        
know again                                                                      
and all the all the leftist brains and                                          
all the most of the Calvinist brains and                                        
those go together they want to say no                                           
Paul said obey the governing authority                                          
love to use Paul when they can take out                                         
of context a Pauline statement and and                                          
bring it so in the end on this question                                         
is there a biblical defense for a                                               
Christian keeping firearms without                                              
opening lis sinning against biblical                                            
mandate I think there is I think the                                            
defense comes in in first of all our                                            
Constitution that says we are the                                               
government and we have said you can have                                        
constitutional law you can have arms it                                         
doesn't matter what Chief Justice John                                          
Roberts says because he is not the                                              
government he has a very specific role                                          
doesn't matter what Donald Trump says it                                        
doesn't matter what Joe Biden says it                                           
doesn't matter what Nancy Pelosi says it                                        
doesn't matter what the United States                                           
Congress says it doesn't matter what                                            
your state government says what matters                                         
is what the Constitution says                                                   
now if the Constitution is to go away                                           
then we have to go and say okay I can't                                         
rely on the Constitution so does the                                            
Bible give me authority to rebell now                                           
again our forefathers in the United                                             
States anyway said yes it does give us                                          
opportunity to repeal and rebell is what                                        
we're going to do and I think it was the                                        
right decision to make Thank You Roger                                          
hope that helped in that regard again on                                        
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


